First of all, WOW THIS IS SO GOOD. You know when you find good music and you get a moment of complete bliss and hopefulness, (just me??) well that’s me me right now.

Wasted Mind is the perfect 4 song EP, mixing shoegaze and rock. The guitars have a lot of texture and winding sounds per shoegaze but the drums come in HOT. In acts like My Bloody Valentine or Slowdive, any sounds are usually drowned by the amount of guitar but on this EP, the two sounds are balanced really well. The vocals have a soft, dream like sound which mesh well with the guitars but stand out with the hard hitting drums. The bridge on “No Surprises” rips so hard, it is incredible. The closing song, Chow Mein, has a line that literally says “aggggghhhhhhh gimme more that good chow mein put some on my plate again” but it sounds good??

I have nothing but good things to say about this EP. On their bandcamp, they have another EP and a single but Wasted Mind is kind of a compilation of their past releases with some new stuff that have been re-recorded. They have only been a band for 2 years and they are killing the game. I think they have the potential to be something big and I can’t wait to see what big things are to come!
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